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September 8, 2017 
 
Alderman Robert Donovan 
Chair, Public Safety and Health Committee 
Milwaukee Common Council 
City Hall, 200 East Wells Street 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

 
RE: Pursuing a Comprehensive Approach to Traffic Safety 

 
Dear Chairman Donovan:  
 
As the Fire and Police Commission (FPC) recently approved a revision to the 
Milwaukee Police Department’s (MPD’s) vehicle pursuit policy, now is an 
appropriate time to reflect on the events that have led us here and remind 
stakeholders that there is still work to be done.  The problem clearly identified by so 
many Milwaukee residents is simple, but solutions to even simple problems are 
rarely easy.  As we go about our business and our lives we have all witnessed the 
deterioration of traffic safety on our roadways.  This has been identified as the major 
public safety concern for a seemingly large portion of our population, and our city 
government has been asked to address it. 
 
City leaders called upon the FPC to study this issue and direct the Chief to redraw the 
vehicle pursuit policy. The FPC appreciated the confidence you and your colleagues 
exhibited. This public safety and wellness concern was born out of the recognition 
that simply calling on the MPD to enforce all traffic laws may not work in and of 
itself due to the flagrant disregard so many offenders have exhibited to the authority 
of the police.  Even though the failure to adhere to an officer’s specific command “to 
pull over” may have evolved from the change in policy limiting pursuits in 2010, it 
has become unacceptably common to simply flee from lawful traffic stops, and 
efforts to identify and hold accountable fleeing offenders have been inadequate. In 
short, our city must continue to take actionable steps to both promote safer driving on 
our streets and reverse the trend of vehicles dangerously fleeing from the police.  
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http://www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/agendas5/170607_042017Ltr_re_TrafficEnforcement.pdf
http://www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/agendas5/170607_042017Ltr_re_TrafficEnforcement.pdf
http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Reports/Vehicle-Pursuit-Reports/Addendumto2016VehiclePursuitReport-NonPursuits.pdf
http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Reports/Vehicle-Pursuit-Reports/Addendumto2016VehiclePursuitReport-NonPursuits.pdf
http://city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Reports/Vehicle-Pursuit-Reports/Addendumto2016VehiclePursuitReport-NonPursuits.pdf
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After months of study and public comment, the FPC and MPD worked 
collaboratively the last several weeks to responsibly and narrowly broaden the 
circumstance in which officers may justifiably pursue fleeing vehicular offenders and 
are working towards improving the follow up response and offender accountability in 
instances in which vehicular pursuit is not reasonable.  We hope to continue to 
explore ways in which we can support our Police Department in their efforts to 
combat reckless driving through research into new technologies, more effective 
resource deployment, and transparent monitoring of relevant data.   
 
But we must keep in mind that vehicle pursuits by police are dangerous and should 
be viewed as a last resort, not a first.  If our city is to truly embrace the Problem 
Oriented and Community Policing models, these efforts by the FPC and MPD 
cannot exist in a vacuum.  As a matter of fact, it is just this sort of public safety 
issue that is used as a textbook example by Problem Oriented Policing experts.  As 
such, it’s obvious that we must look beyond policing and vehicle pursuits to 
find additional solutions that, frankly, will likely have greater impact on the problem 
than any vehicle pursuit policy.  With that, the FPC offers the discussion points 
below that are beyond the authority of our adjudicating body and speak more broadly 
to matters regarding traffic safety and the public’s health, safety and general welfare. 
We hope these discussion points will spur other agencies/departments and leaders to 
contribute to the solution to stop reckless drivers. 
 
Consider: 

• What happens after an offender is ticketed for fleeing from a lawful traffic 
stop?  Are the penalties a sufficient deterrent? 

• How could we utilize red light cameras to effectively identify offenders 
without tying up valuable officer resources?  What else could we do to urge 
the State lawmakers to allow our city to deploy these types of resources? 

• What role could booting or towing vehicles play?  If a vehicle is being used in 
a manner that is a danger to our community, why not utilize these tools to 
force owner accountability and physically remove the vehicle from the streets?  

• How could we physically modify problematic stretches of roadways or 
intersections to discourage dangerous driving? 

• What role does driver’s education programming play in this behavior? 
 

http://www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/agendas5/170907_III_B2.pdf
http://www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/agendas5/170907_III_B2.pdf
http://www.city.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/agendas5/170907_III_B2.pdf
http://www.popcenter.org/problems/aggressive_driving/
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• Can deferred prosecution or reentry programs provide better resources to first 
time offenders of vehicle related crimes to reduce recidivism? 

• How could state penalties for stolen vehicles or repeat offenses be better 
defined to provide the criminal justice system with better enforcement tools? 

• What sorts of community resources or public awareness campaigns could be 
effective in persuading our citizens to police their own behavior and create a 
negative social stigma around reckless driving?     

 
The Fire and Police Commission is committed to Problem Oriented approaches to 
our city’s public safety concerns and stands ready to partner with our entire 
community to find effective, just and reasonable solutions.   
 
Sincerely, 

 
Steven M. DeVougas 
Chair of the Fire and Police Commission 
 
Cc: Alderman Michael J. Murphy 
      Alderman Jose G. Perez 
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